
Lecture-41 

Interrupt I/O Transfer 

 

 Whenever any interrupt is recognized, it executes an interrupt 

machine cycle. If the VALID INT is true due to either TRAP or RST 

7.5, or RST 6.5 or RST 5.5 then the interrupt m/c cycle executed is 

BUS IDLE m/c cycle of 6 states, during which the p initially 

generates the operation code for a restart instruction with the 

appropriate restart address.(eg 0024 H for TRAP)this OP code is 

loaded in to the instruction register for execution the PC is not 

increment during BI and thus contains the one address of the 

instruction following the one being executed when the interrupt 

occurs. The action of this internally generates instruction is as 

follows; 

        

RST (internal) 

   M [(SP)-1]  ← (PCH) 

   M [(SP)-2]  ← (PCL) 

      (SP)  ← (SP)-2 

      (PC)  ← restart address  

 

 he BI m/c cycle is like an OFMC except the  line remains 

high. The operation code which is generally read in during OFMC is 

instead generated internally during the BI machine cycle by the 

microprocessor. 



 fter an RST is executed, the RC contains the address of the 

starting location for the subroutine that handles the interrupt. This 

procedure for identifying the interrupting device and directly 

transferring control to the starting location is called a vectored 

interrupt .since only a few memory location separate the different 

vector addresses, there is usually a jump instruction at the vector 

address that transfer control to another memory location where the 

actual service subroutine begins. 

  n the case of an INTR interrupt, the interrupt m/c cycle entered 

is an interrupt Acknowledged m/c cycle INA m/c cycle is similar to 

OFMC except that IO/  =1, instead of  the p generates an  

strobe  during T2 and T3 state and the value of the program counter is 

not incremented during INA. Thus the PC contains the address of the 

instruction following the one being executed when instruction 

occurred. 

  In response to the  strobe, external logic place an 

instruction OP code on the data bus this op code may be of either 

CALL ADDR or RST-n. CALL ADDR is 3byte call instruction and 

RST-n is 1-byte call CALL ADDR is placed by 8259(PIC).2f the CALL 

ADDR instruction is jammed on the data bus by the external device 

then three INTA m/c cycle will be executed. First one will be of 6 

states during which time the operation code.CDH is placed on the 

data bus and loaded into the IR and in the sub request two m/c 

cycles. Each of 3-states the lower order 8-bits of the address and the 

higher order 8-bits are placed on the data bus and than stored in and 

W registers, respectively. This addr being the starting address of the 



service subroutine. So save the return address two more MWKMC 

are executed. Each of 3states and the return address from PC is 

saved at the top of stack. 

When the OP code3 placed on the data bus is RST-n than only one 

 m/c is executed of 6 states.the restart instruction aRST n has 

variation from 0 to 7. 

       RST (internal)             

        [(SP)-1]  ← (PCH)          . 

    M [(SP)-2]  ← (PCL) 

             (SP)  ← (SP)-2 

             (PC)  ← 8xn  

This instruction is essentially the same as the previously mentioned 

internal restart, except for the restart address, and the fact that it is 

generated by external hardware. Restart has the following bit pattern, 

frequently referred to as the restart or interrupt vector. 

    

Where n=NNN is a 3 bit binary number. when this instruction is 

executed the program counter is save on the stack, thus save the 

return address and control is transferred to a location with an address 

which is 8 times NNN, thus facilitating branch to any one of eight 

fixed addresses 00, 08, 10,20,28,30 or 3.84 depending on the value 

of NNN these addresses are referred to as restart location, 0, 1, 

2.......7. 

External logic control a tri-state buffer with the  signal in order to 

place a restart vector onto the data bus. 2f fig a single I/O device is 

connected to the  interrupt structure.the output of their interrupt 

11   NNN   111 



request F/F is directly connected to the INTR interrupt pin of the 

microprocessor. The instruction RST-n can be selected by the 3-

toggle switches NNN (000 to 111) whenever the external input device 

is ready to send the pulse of very short duration. This sets the 

interrupt request F/F and the INTR signal becomes active then, the 

 completes execution of the current instruction and then initiates an 

interrupt acknowledged m/c cycle. During this cycle, then internal 

INTE F/F is cleared, disability further interrupt from affecting the 

.the  signal that is generated enables the three state buffer 

and the RST n instruction code is placed on the data bus  also 

clears the interrupt request flip-flop.the inputs the restart vector, 

saves the program counter and branches to desired memory location 

JH subroutine that starts at location services the I/O devices. 

 



 Example:  

Let us interface ADC in interrupt mode. The EOC, SOC, OE pulses 

are as shown below. 

 

 

The ADC is interfaced to 8085 through port as shown fig. 

 

 

 

RST 7.5 interrupt is used. In the main program SOC pulse is 

issued.(LO HI . RST7.5 interrupt is unmasked and interrupt 



structure is enabled before SOC pulse is issued. The microprocessor 

enters into the halt state. When EOC pulse comes the RS7.5 interrupt 

becomes active and then microprocessor jump to ISS ie PC is loaded 

with 003CH addr. In the subroutine the OE signal is issued and data is 

near via port 00. 

 


